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“That crisis was indeed the arrival of the blood ancestors, killing many people,
and the fall of many cities! What kind of shit is the person who can solve the
crisis! We solved it by ourselves! It was solved by the guardians of our doomsday
seed bank!”

“Everyone has seen the strength of the guardian of the Doomsday Seed Bank!
Solving a blood ancestor is not a problem, right?”

Bogut asked.

“Yes Yes Yes……”

The others nodded.

Everyone has seen how strong the guardian of the Doomsday Seed Bank is.

The side shows that the Kangaroo country has the strength to solve the crisis on
its own and does not need to rely on others.

“At that time, we also requested the War Eagle Nation and the Lab of the Gods!
They requested that the Doomsday Seed Bank be opened! But then the
Doomsday Seed Bank was not opened because the crisis had been resolved
when they came.”

Nelson explained.

“Yes! We can testify to this! The Lab of the Gods did return without success!”

A group of people nodded.



“So, what’s the matter with Levi? You’re a shit!”

“Want to come and cheat us?”

“I heard that you were hit by a Mayan industrial weapon, and time is running out!
Did you hear that we found a substance that dissolves the elements of the
Mayan industrial weapon?”

Bogut and Nelson did not admit it at all.

Don’t admit that there is such a thing.

This was something Levi had never expected.

I even said that I never thought about it before I came here.

I think Kangaroo Country will definitely repay this kindness.

This thing is too simple.

It’s true that you want new substances.

But a little bit…

How do you know that this group of people reversed right and wrong, and didn’t
admit it at all. They didn’t admit that there was such a thing.

The ungrateful dogs!

“One more I don’t know, and another one? Did the two of you personally say that
you owe me a kindness? Are you going to repay me with a celebration?”

Levi asked.

“There is no such thing! None of us have ever seen you! This is the first time we
have met!”



“There is also the solution to the crisis in my kangaroo country, it is not you at all!
Why do you have to lie?

…

The two immediately refuted and refused to admit it.

“The eyes of the masses are sharp! Ask the thousands of people in Kangaroo
Country, and you will know who the savior is! Who saved the Kangaroo Country
in times of crisis! Ask them…”

Levi said coldly.

“Okay, I will ask them!”

“Who solved the kangaroo country crisis three years ago?”

Bogut asked at the thousands of people who were watching.

“It’s us! The guardian of the doomsday seed bank!”

“It’s ourselves…”

…

The uniform shouts rang out.

The thousands of people in Kangaroo Country are the same as Bogut.

No one admitted that he owed Levi’s kindness back then.

All the population is wrong, upside down the facts!

Everyone is ungrateful!

The whole kangaroo country is ungrateful!



He didn’t want to admit that Ye Jun came to save the Kangaroo country back
then.

This is an ungrateful country…

When Levi was strong, he regarded him as a benefactor, as a hero, and held a
celebration!

But now Levi is no longer a top powerhouse, and has been seriously injured, and
time is running out.

This country directly abandoned the promise of the year.

He didn’t admit everything and treated Levi as the same thing.

Because in their view, the kindness is now repaid, and there is no benefit.

Levi was already too weak.

They are so powerful that they don’t need Levi at all.

Why do you still pay for this kindness?

Levi, who had no value at all, would not pay him back if he didn’t pay his
kindness.

Moreover, the value of this new material was so high that Levi had suffered too
much.

Therefore, the Kangaroo nation reached an agreement.

Resolutely refuse to admit that Levi saved the Kangaroo country.

Don’t admit it to death.

Leave this thing alone…



Chapter 2310

Now Kangaroo Country does have many super powers.

There is no shortage of gods and others.

The overall strength of Kangaroo Nation has also risen from the middle to the
forefront.

But they really couldn’t solve the blood ancestors.

A country is helpless.

There is simply no one who can solve it.

Any guardian of the doomsday seed bank is a bullshit!

The powerhouses they have now are the powerhouses bred from the Doomsday
Seed Bank in the last three years.

They had a fart for three years!

“good very good!”

“ungrateful!”

“There is no word!”

“shameless!”

“You guys are so popular and ugly, don’t you learn from Warhawk Chinese? You
have to be shameless! It’s no different from a brute! It’s not even as good as
that!”

Levi sneered.



He thought of a story about a farmer and a snake.

The farmer saved the snake, and the snake killed the farmer…

What is the difference from the group of people in Kangaroo Country now?

People like Bogut Nelson are dogs!

“Levi, do you dare to insult us? Insult us? This is Kangaroo Country! Are you
looking for death?”

Hearing being scolded, Bogut and others were angry.

To do it.

Levi smiled: “I will give you one last chance!!!”

“If you admit and apologize, I will assume that what has just happened has not
happened!”

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Everyone laughed when they heard it.

They all looked at Levi with idiot eyes.

If it is strong enough, there is no need for him to threaten it, the Kangaroo
Country has long admitted that it owes a kindness and has taken out the new
material obediently.

But Levi’s strength stayed three years ago.

More than 8,700 on the quasi god list!

It’s no different from a weak chicken!



Not to mention that time is running out.

Who would take his threats seriously?

“Get out! Get out!”

“Have you run here? Our kangaroo country doesn’t have a lifesaver like you!”

…

Bogut and the others directly wanted to drive Levi away.

“Okay, the opportunity has been given! You are not good at giving you a chance!
You can…”

Levi sneered.

He naturally did not allow the Kangaroo Country to act like this.

Do this in front of him Levi.

Just looking for death! ! !

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Seeing all this, Ye Wudao and Lawrence walked out of the dark.

Laughing loudly.

“Levi, didn’t you say that you are the benefactor of Kangaroo Country? Why don’t
people recognize it? No one in a country recognizes it!”

“I really laughed at me. If there is nothing, don’t lie! Isn’t it all right now? Let the
family expose it on the spot! You have to be kicked out!”

“It’s really a shame to have a last name with you!”



…

Everyone laughed presumptuously.

“Well, I will come to pick up things myself at night!”

Levi left a word.

“Wait! There is not much time left for you!”

Wesley and the others glared at Bogut and the others, and left one after another.

“Hahaha……”

Everyone present laughed.

“Just like you want new substances? Dream! Anyone can get them, but you Levi
can’t do it!”

“We just don’t admit it, see what you can do?”

Bogut and the others sneered.

“Well, I know that Levi will never get the new substance, so I can rest assured.
Let’s leave!”

Ye Wudao and his party left.

Groups of forces have left.

…

But what everyone didn’t expect was thatAubrey also came to Kangaroo Country.

She did not show up during this period of time.



But she has been practicing and looking for a solution to Levi’s body.

When she heard that the kangaroo had a solution, she rushed over immediately.

Ready to do it…

“Hmph, Levi is not a good thing at all!”

“Sure! It was not in vain to save us back then, just wait to get our benefits and let
us repay our kindness!”

“Aren’t all the saviors selfless? How come there are still people who take the
initiative to repay the kindness?”

…

Bogut and others are still chattering.
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They didn’t treat Levi as the same thing at all.

I just refused to admit it.

what happened?

Nothing will happen!

Junjun in the dark is also very angry.



This group of people is too shameless.

Next, she must act to get the new substance in her hands.

The ancestors in the dark have been watching.

“Damn! This group of people in Kangaroo Country are so shameless? I’ll just kill
it!!”

The violent female ancestor almost couldn’t help but want to shoot.

“Let’s relax, we are out of season!”

The others immediately grabbed them.

“It looks like you need to snatch new substances! I’m a little worried!”

Several ancestors said.

“Yes, although during this period of time, Junjun is invincible during his training!
No one can beat! But the Kangaroo country is like a cloud! We are barely able to
make shots…not to mentionAubrey…”

Several ancestors are worried.

“We have been guardingAubrey for so long, and we have never made a move!
But this time it seems that we must make a move!”

The female ancestor also said.

…

the other side.

Levi and the others did not leave.



Instead, live in a manor.

Seeing Levi’s angry look, everyone was persuading him.

“It’s okay! I will kill them at night! Don’t even try to run any of them!”

“It’s not that simple not to return what I owe Levi!”

Levi sneered.

Wesley after they came out.

Everyone discusses.

“Kangaroo country, they bully people so much, they don’t admit it, they turn right
and wrong! Can’t bear it!”

“Hmm, what did you look like when the boss was angry?”

…

“I can’t bear it! I must ask for justice!”

“Well, good! Let’s go together! First grab the new substance directly!”

Everyone hit it off.

They set off together to the Kangaroo Doomsday Seed Bank.

Although the kangaroo country burst into the strong.

But Wesley and they are also masters.

None of them are vegetarian.

It is also a group of strong people on the gods list.



After coming to the Doomsday Seed Bank.

A group of people rushed directly.

But the Doomsday Seed Bank was well prepared, teams after teams of masters
appeared from all directions.

Surround them directly.

After a fight, Wesley, Xiao Feng’s expressions changed drastically.

There are so many strong kangaroos?

One by one sturdy and terrible!

The strong on the opposite god list level is obviously stronger than them.

It is estimated that there are more than ten people who can be ranked in the top
30 of the gods!

Their highest is more than 30 Qilin…

Can’t match at all.

Gradually everyone fell into a disadvantage.

Many people are injured.

“This is not the way to go…”

“Withdraw! Everyone withdraw first!”

…

But when everyone was about to evacuate, they suddenly found that this group
of people was blocking the escape route.



The unicorns are in danger!

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

At the moment of crisis, a series of terrible air currents shot out from the dark.

Abruptly opened up a way out for them.

Everyone fled immediately.

Just as the strong men of Kangaroo Nation were pursuing them, several strong
men in the dark again attacked and blocked them.

Wait to come to safety.

Several people are waiting for them.

It isAubrey and her several masters.

Just now, the situation was in crisis, and Aubrey was originally rescued by
himself.

But the ancestors were not relieved, and they shot together.

“It turned out to beAubrey and the legendary ancestors! Thank you! If it weren’t
for you, we are afraid we will stay here!”

Thanks everyone.

“Go back! You can’t handle it here! Think of other ways!”

Several ancestors said.



“Okay, understand!”

Wesley and they left immediately.

After returning to the manor, he found Levi waiting for them.

“What are you doing by yourself?”

Levi asked.

But seeing everyone hurt, his face changed.

“They did it?”

Everyone was silent and did not speak.

“Well, I see, go out!”

Levi said lightly.

Chapter 2312

He wanted to wait a while before going.

But these dog things hurt his people.

It’s strange that Levi is not angry.

Be sure to turn the Kangaroo country upside down tonight!

kill!

kill!

kill!



This bunch of dog stuff!

ungrateful?

Is it irritating to be Levi?

I can save you from fire and water!

It can also instantly turn this place into purgatory!

“Boss, what are you going to do?”

The injured Tylera wanted to stop Levi.

But Levi left with a cold face.

Did not speak.

“Let Master go! With Junior SisterAubrey and the ancestors of Tiance Mansion,
Master must be fine!”

Xiao Feng said.

“Yes! The boss is fine! Let him go!”

Everyone felt reasonable.

WithAubrey and several ancestors, Levi was absolutely fine.

They had just been seriously injured, and they were all healing.

But what they didn’t know was that after they left, Junjun forcibly broke into the
doomsday seed bank.

As a result, the opponent’s master is like a cloud.



No matter how you perform, you are always close.

Can’t attack for a long time.

She can only evacuate.

Several ancestors were not able to shoot because of their status.

They will only take action when Aubrey is in danger.

But if you take the initiative to go to the Doomsday Seed Bank to take out the
new substance, it is a bit wrong.

After all, they represent Tiance Mansion.

If they were directly involved, they would probably be laughed at by the world.

“Evacuate first, Junjun! Wait for us to figure out a solution for you! Hard grabbing
still won’t work! If it doesn’t work, we will offer a condition that they can’t refuse!
We will negotiate with them tomorrow! What they want, as long as we have it,
Just show them all!”

Several ancestors left withAubrey first.

They promised to take out everything to let Aubrey exchange for new substances
to save Levi.

Aubrey then left.

Waiting for tomorrow to come to negotiate in person.

Just after they left, a figure suddenly appeared.

Levi!

With a cold face, he came step by step.



In front of the Doomsday Seed Bank, there are more than one hundred thousand
strong people!

Among them, Bogut, Nelson and others are in charge.

The powerhouses comparable to the gods’ list are also on the list.

During this period of time, there are still quite a few people hitting new
substances.

Especially when Wesley and the others just killed so many masters, the
Kangaroo country was also a little flustered.

Hastily mobilized all the strongest masters in Kangaroo Country here.

Swear to guard the doomsday seed bank.

The power of the whole country comes to guard a place.

It’s really scary!

Plus its own master is like a cloud!

Kangaroo Nation showed all the strong this time, which has a shocking meaning.

This powerful force, even the world’s top forces must tremble!

This time the shock is enough!

No one will underestimate it in the future!

There will be no more ideas for the Doomsday Seed Bank.

This is also the reason why Aubrey could not penetrate.



The ancestors did not dare to say 100% of the new substances can be taken out
of these forces.

This is one of the reasons why they don’t do it!

“Now, there shouldn’t be anyone coming, right?”

“Who would dare to come! Just now a bunch of strong people on the list of gods
have all been injured and retired!”

“Let’s put it this way, even if the top powers of the gods list come together, they
may not be able to get benefits!”

“Whoever comes at this time is a fool!”

…

Bogut, Nelson and others are still discussing.

At this time, a figure appeared in front of him.

Ye Jun is here.

They also saw clearly.

“Hahaha……”

Seeing Levi, everyone laughed.

Especially Bogut smiled happily.

Today’s Levi is in his eyes, just like a fool.

Dare to come here at this time?

Why are you here?



Sent to death?

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Bogut leaned forward and backward with a smile, his stomach aches.

“Why are you here, Ye Jun?”

Nelson smiled.

The person next to him stepped forward and sneered: “Have you come back to
avenge you? Hahaha…”

“Snapped!”

At this moment, Levi suddenly slapped him into blood mist.
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Horror!

fear!

The blood mist exploded in front of everyone!

Especially Bogut, Nelson and the others are the closest!

The blood splashed all over their faces.

Everyone was surprised by the hot liquid!



silence!

The audience became silent!

No one thought that Levi would suddenly do something.

Although the person who was slapped to death by Levi was weak, he was at the
bottom of the quasi god list.

But it was still quite shocking to be photographed as blood mist in an instant!

“kill him!”

Bogut who reacted immediately gave the order.

Dare to kill in front of them, Levi is looking for death!

“Yes! Kill him!”

Nelson and others also shouted.

Dozens of strong men all rushed up.

“boom!”

“Snapped!”

“boom!”

…

Levi blasted out with fists and slaps, and dozens of strong men turned into blood
mist on the spot!

There is no resistance at all…



shocked!

Everyone was dumbfounded this time!

They looked at Levi in disbelief.

It is not surprising to kill a strong man!

But he killed dozens of people…

“Go! Come on! I don’t believe it! Even Levi dare to offend our majesty?”

Bogut was a little angry.

Send more and more powerful men to rush up.

Levi walked step by step.

But no matter how many powerhouses rushed, they turned into blood mist under
the slap of Levi!

Surprised!

Everyone looked solemn.

It might have been said that the strong one sent out is not as good as Levi.

But now?

Most of those sent out are better than Levi!

“The opportunity was given to you! I’m useless!”

Levi sneered, slapped to death one after another.

“not good!”



“not good!”

…

“Levi is hiding his strength!!!”

Bogut and Nelson reacted quickly.

Levi’s current strength is definitely not shown by the more than eight thousand
quasi gods.

At least it has to be at the forefront of the quasi god list!

“Really? Then I’ll kill him!”

One of the guardians of the Doomsday Seed Bank, who was comparable to the
gods’ list, showed a hideous smile and walked towards Levi step by step.

In his opinion, no matter how strong Levi is, he can’t compare with the strongest
of the gods.

“Snapped!”

“puff!”

…

It’s just that he was shot and exploded by Levi like a watermelon in an instant.

…

Everyone was stunned at this moment.

The strong of the gods were killed like this?

How strong is he?



Bogut and Nelson’s brains are blank.

Can’t react at all.

“kill!!!”

The other big powers slaughtered Levi one by one.

The dignity of their Kangaroo country would never allow Levi to be so
provocative.

These powerhouses comparable to the gods’ list have all come up.

“You just injured my apprentice brother and them?”

Levi asked coldly.

“That’s right! That group of waste dared to grab the deep-sea matter! If it weren’t
for them to run fast! They are all going to die here!”

“What? Do you still want to stand up for that group of trash?”

…

This group of strong gods did not pay attention to Levi at all.

“Oh! Then all die!”

Levi’s voice fell.

Then started the killing.

This group of strong people on the gods list has transformed from being
unmatched into shock, horror, and despair…

One.



two.

…

One by one, the powerhouses of the god list were photographed into flesh by
Levi.

Their terrifying combat effectiveness, in front of Levi, was no different from
ordinary people.

They were all slapped to death.

There is no combat power at all.

In an instant, hundreds of strong men all turned into mud!

But the more people fall, the more shocked the Kangaroo country!

They are going crazy one by one!

This is the strongest in their country!

These are the guardians they are proud of!

But at this moment, all were slaughtered.

The most important thing is that the man in front of him slapped him to death…

No matter how strong, it is a slap to death.

“That’s it?”

Levi glanced at everyone in Kangaroo Country.

Chapter 2314



A person is provoking a country…

Who can bear this?

“No! It’s about the dignity of my Kangaroo country! We must take him down!”

“We can’t bear it!!!”

“Kill! Must kill him!”

…

This group of powerhouses in Kangaroo Country can be regarded as having
backbone.

They killed Levi one by one.

One hundred thousand strong are dispatched together.

That was shocking.

“Ah?”

Levi smiled contemptuously.

Don’t look at the crowds.

But there is no one who can fight!

All cannon fodder!

This battle lasted for about half an hour…

In front of the last doomsday seed bank, there was only one person standing.

The open space in front was full of people.



While screaming miserably one by one, they all fell to the ground and rolled!

One hundred thousand strong!

Not at a single station!

The one hundred thousand strong were defeated by Levi alone.

Levi still kept his hands.

Can’t catch it all in one go.

Otherwise, the powerhouse of this country will be wiped out in his hands.

No one will be left.

The rest of Bogut Nielsen and others trembled constantly.

They had long been drenched in cold sweat over and over again.

Water dripped all over.

Especially the pants have been wet over and over again.

Accompanied by a smelly smell.

It’s a mix of urine and sweat…

They were scared to pee and cry…

How do they think that Levi is so strong today…

Who said that Levi’s strength stayed three years ago?

Who ranked Levi in the quasi god list more than eight thousand seven hundred?



This is the goddamn best combat power, right?

Who said he was going to die with a Mayan industrial weapon?

…

Bogut and the others are going to explode.

Also regretted to death.

The reason for not admitting that Levi saved the Kangaroo country three years
ago.

It’s because there are too many Ye Junlins now, even if they pay back the
kindness, it will be of no benefit or use.

Therefore, it is the same to pay the kindness or not.

But who can think that Levi is so strong?

Strong enough to wipe out the kangaroo country!

At least the 100,000 strongest in Kangaroo Nation are not his opponents alone.

Levi walked step by step in front of Bogut and Nelson.

“Now? Don’t you admit that I saved the Kangaroo country three years ago?”

Levi asked.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…



Bogut and others all knelt on the ground and nodded fiercely.

“Admit! Admit!”

“You saved the Kangaroo country three years ago!”

“We are nothing! It’s our fault! Please don’t remember the villain’s fault!”

“Grandpa, you will be the grandpa of all of us from now on! Grandpa!”

…

They kowtow, begging Levi’s forgiveness.

Levi smiled: “I have given you a chance, I don’t want it! A bunch of dog stuff!”

“kill!”

Regarding Bogut’s dog stuff, Levi didn’t leave any hands.

An electric light flashed.

Immediately, blood arrows shot out.

Bogut and others fell apart and died directly…

“Ingredient, this is the end!”

Levi’s cold road

The living are silent.

They cannot forget today.

“Do you know what to do?”



Levi asked.

Everyone nodded fiercely.

Levi left.

As for everything that happened here.

Nobody knows.

Levi is the big boss of the Bible Organization, and he can block it with a word.

When Tylera saw that Levi came back safe and sound, no one said anything.

WithAubrey and several ancestors, Levi is absolutely safe.

They ignored Levi and continued to heal his injuries.

Levi went straight back to sleep.

The next day.

Everyone was awakened by a knock on the door.

Everyone was scared.

All gathered at the door.

“Hello, I am Stevens, the representative of Kangaroo Nation! I am here to deliver
the new deep-sea substance! This is all the amount!”

Everyone: “…”.


